ATLA

Using (but not Abusing) Your Subjects
ATLA is the most important resource for finding scholarly journal articles in religion and theology.
ATLA comes with built-in tools to help you find the scholarly journal articles you need
ATLA is built around “controlled vocabulary” – standardized terms for a given subject.
Using your (loyal) subjects

Because ATLA is built on “controlled vocabulary” using subjects can be an effective way to limit your search results.
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Because ATLA is built on “controlled vocabulary” using subjects can be an effective way to limit your search results.

You can find the subjects listed under “Subject” in the left-hand “Refine Results” column.
Using your (loyal) subjects
click “show more” to see a more extensive list of subject terms
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Click “show more” to see a more extensive list of subject terms.

Check any and all that look relevant to your search, and this will expand your results.
At your service
Building bridges (using subjects)

You can also use subject terms to help you expand your search and find more relevant results. When you find a result that looks promising, click the article’s title to bring up its record . . .
Each article’s record includes a list of subject headings. Clicking each of these subjects runs a new search.
Let’s say you are really interested in comparing the Genesis flood narrative with other ANE flood stories.

By: Samel, Nili. Source: Biblica, 98 no 3 2015, p 375-390. Publication Type: Article

Subjects: Bible. Old Testament -- Assyro-Babylonian influence; Bible. Ecclesiastes -- Criticism, Source: Gilgamesh epic; Transmission of texts; Peer reviewed

13. What if There Aren't Any Empirical Models for Pentateuchal Criticism?

By: Sanders, Seth L (Contributor). Source: Contextualizing Israel's sacred writings. ancient literacy, orality, and literary production, SSL Press, 2015, p 281-304. Publication Type: Essay

Subjects: Bible. Old Testament -- Criticism, interpretation; Bible. Old Testament -- Cultural relations; Gilgamesh epic; Deluge

14. Genesis 6,5-9,17: a rewritten Babylonian flood myth


Subjects: Bible. Genesis 1-11; Gilgamesh epic; Atrahasis (Old Babylonian epic); Bible. Old Testament -- Assyro-Babylonian influence; Deluge; Order and chaos; Peer reviewed

Linked Full Text
You can also plug the subject terms you have found into the search boxes.
And you thought *The Gilgamesh Epic* was epic
Questions? Pleas for help? Want further instructions?
ASK (FOR HELP), AND YE SHALL RECEIVE

David Schmersal
dschmersal@austinseminary.edu

Contact us any time at libraryiq@austinseminary.edu with any questions.